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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to inform Committee of a change in the way 
customers will be able to claim Primary Benefits (Income Support, Jobseekers 
Allowance and Incapacity Benefit), through the Department for Work and 
Pensions (DWP), which will have an impact on the Council's Benefit Section's 
ability to process Housing and Council Tax Benefit. 

Background 

The DWP, after piloting this project in certain areas of the UK, are to introduce 
a Customer Management System (CMS) in a roll out programme throughout 
NLC in late September through to early December 2005. 

Customers claiming new awards of Primary Benefits will have to contact their 
local Jobcentre Plus (JCP) as normal, however, as part of the modernisation 
programme, new processes will be put in place. 

Operation of CMS 

Initial contact by the customer will now be by telephone through a DWP 
contact centre. The customer will be given a call back time at which they will 
be asked scripted questions. This call can last between 60 and 90 minutes. 

This is designed to engather as much information as possible, and to 
ascertain whether the customer may qualify for other Social Security benefits. 

At the call back stage, an appointment will be arranged for the customer to 
see a Financial Advisor. The customer will visit their nearest appropriate JCP 
to meet the Financial Advisor. The customer should bring along all the 
necessary proofs of income and identity (they are given 90 days to supply 
this), which they should present to the Financial Advisor. 
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The Financial Advisor will confirm that the customer’s claim for Primary 
Benefits has been satisfied and thereafter will issue a Local Authority Input 
Document (LAID). This will inform the Local Authority which Primary Benefits 
have been claimed, however, will not guarantee if and when they will be paid. 
At the same time, an input document will be sent to the JCP processing centre 
for a decision to be made on entitlement. 

Impact on NLC 

During the above process, if a customer visits one of our First Stop Shops to 
claim Housing and Council Tax Benefit for the first time, we will not be able to 
issue a new application form, as all contact should be made through the JCP. 

Evidence from other Local Authorities, who have the CMS in place, has 
shown that delays have occurred in the following areas: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Time between customer phoning contact centre and Financial Advisor 
appointment; 
Time between making claim and providing evidence to JCP, as there is 
no robust follow up system; 
Time between sending an input document to JCP processing centre and 
a decision on entitlement being made; and 
When input document arrives at LA Benefit Section, further evidence 
may still be required if not needed for Primary Benefit decision, eg, proof 
of an non dependant income, etc. 

These types of delay could lead to an increase in technical arrears and 
Council Tax payments outstanding if a customer is due benefit but information 
has not been received from the JCP. 

In addition, this process is likely to adversely impact upon the benefit team’s 
pe rfo rma n ce . 

Processes to Alleviate Impact on ServicelPerformance 

Liaison meetings have already taken place and regular liaison will continue as 
CMS rolls out. 

Housing Benefit staff have received full training on the process and Area 
Managers and private landlords have been made aware of the CMS process. 

A North Lanarkshire Council leaflet has been produced for JCP Financial 
Advisor staff to issue to claimants to let customers know of evidence which 
North Lanarkshire Council will require to try to speed up the process. 

The Council is endeavouring to have a local contact number with each JCP 
office, which Council staff can contact to ensure a claim has been made. This 
will assist Housing Services in arrears recovery. 
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6.0 Recommendation 

6.1 Committee is asked to note the contents of this report. 

7.0 Access to Information 

7.1 Background information is available from the Housing and Property Services 
Department. 

T. McKenzie 
Director of Housing and Property Services 
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